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Abstract

The analytic properties of scattering amplitudes provide important information. Besides the cuts, the poles and zeroson the
different Riemann sheets determine the global behavior of the amplitude on the physical axis. Pole positions and residues allow
for a parameterization of resonances in a well-defined way, free of assumptions for the background and energy dependenceof
the resonance part. This is a necessary condition to relate resonance contributions in different reactions. In the present study, we
determine the pole structure of pion-nucleon scattering inan analytic model based on meson exchange. For this, the sheet structure
of the amplitude is determined. To show the precision of the resonance extraction and discuss phenomena such as resonance
interference, we discuss theS11 amplitude in greater detail.
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1. Introduction

The global properties of a scattering amplitude are deter-
mined by the kinematics of the reaction, leading to branch cuts
associated with the opening of reaction channels of stable or
unstable particles. The thresholds of two particles or quasi-two
particles being on-shell are characterized by the branch points.
There is a righthand and a lefthand cut associated withs chan-
nel and crossed channel processes, and there can be resonances,
bound and virtual states. Resonances and virtual states areasso-
ciated with poles on unphysical sheets. Thus, an analytic con-
tinuation along the various branch cuts is mandatory to access
the resonance poles.

TheπN → πN transition is one of the most precisely mea-
sured reactions. It provides detailed information about the
baryon spectrum, which is presently under experimental inves-
tigation, see e.g. Ref. [1]. Masses, widths, and decays of bary-
onic resonances allow for tests of models of the internal struc-
tures of the nucleon and its excited states.

Yet, the resonances in the second resonance region have to
be disentangled. Thus, most of the prominent resonances listed
by the PDG [2] have been obtained by partial wave analy-
ses [3, 4, 5] followed by a model dependent analysis of the par-
tial wave amplitudes e.g. in terms of a background and Breit-
Wigner resonances [5, 6]. In the energy range between 2 and
3 GeV, presently under experimental investigation, resonances
start to overlap and the background may show some non-trivial
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structures. This situation calls for more sophisticated theoreti-
cal analyses as e.g. carried out in the partial wave analysesof
Refs. [5, 7] where poles in the complex plane of the scattering
energy are determined.

In the case of overlapping resonances and resonances near
thresholds, partial decay widths can only be extracted within
models. When different reactions are analyzed simultaneously,
this procedure becomes questionable. We therefore stress that
the only sensible parameters that encode the resonance proper-
ties are the various pole positions and residues.

Models of theK matrix type [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and
meson exchange models [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] provide
unitary amplitudes that have been constructed in the past toac-
cess pion-nucleon scattering. In unitarized chiral perturbation
theory, resonances can be generated by the non-perturbative in-
teraction of mesons and baryons without the need to explicitly
introduce resonance propagators [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36].

In this context, one has to identify observables that allow to
distinguish between hadronic molecules and elementary states.
Ref. [30] shows how to incorporate explicit resonance fields
in a unitarized extension of chiral meson-baryon dynamics and
stresses the importance of an accurate quantitative reproduction
of the experimental data which is prerequisite for a determi-
nation of the pole position in the complex plane. Weinberg’s
method to decide on the molecular nature of bound states [37]
which is valid fors-wave states close to threshold has been gen-
eralized to resonances in Ref. [38].

In some of the approaches to meson-baryon scattering, the
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amplitude has been analytically continued to the complex plane
to extract the pole positions and parameters, see e.g Refs.
[5, 32, 33, 35] and the recent work of Ref. [39] within the me-
son exchange framework. In the present study, we extend the
amplitude of the Jülich model to the various Riemann sheetsin
the complex plane of the scattering energys1/2 ≡ z.

The Jülich model is an analytic coupled channel model based
on meson exchange that respects two-body unitarity. This
model has been developed over the past few years [18, 19], with
its current form, as used in this study, given in Ref. [20]. For
the convenience of the reader, we point out the main ideas in
the following.

The coupled channel scattering equation [40, 18, 19, 20] is
solved in theJLS basis, given by

〈L′S′k′|T IJ
µν |LS k〉 = 〈L′S′k′|VIJ

µν |LS k〉

+
∑

γ L′′ S′′

∞
∫

0

k′′2 dk′′〈L′S′k′|VIJ
µγ|L′′S′′k′′〉

× 1
Z − Eγ(k′′) + iǫ

〈L′′S′′k′′|T IJ
γν |LS k〉 (1)

where J (L) is the total angular (orbital angular) momen-
tum, S (I ) is the total spin (isospin),k(k′, k′′) are the incom-
ing(outgoing, intermediate) momenta, andµ, ν, γ are channel
indices. The incoming and outgoing momenta can be on- or
off-shell. The integral term involves a sum over all interme-
diate possible quantum numbers and channels contained in the
model.

The integral term can be abbreviated asVGT whereG is the
intermediate meson-baryon propagator of the channels withsta-
ble particlesπN andηN, given by the fraction in Eq. (1). For the
channels involving quasiparticles,σN, ρN, andπ∆, the propa-
gator is slightly more complicated [18, 19]. The pseudopoten-
tial V iterated in Eq. (1) is constructed from an effective inter-
action based on the Lagrangians of Wess and Zumino [41, 42],
supplemented by additional terms [19, 20] for including the∆
isobar, theω, η, a0 meson, and theσ. The exchange potentials
V are partial wave projected to theJ, L, S basis, where Eq. (1)
is solved. Note the potentialsV and amplitudeT appear half-
off-shell in the integral term of Eq. (1).

The exchange potentials mentioned above contribute to the
non-pole part. The pole part is given by baryonic resonances
up to J = 3/2 that have been included inV as bares channel
propagators. The resonances obtain their width from the rescat-
tering provided by Eq. (1).

In this study, the partial wave amplitudesT IJLS
πN will be an-

alytically continued, rather than the full amplitude or invariant
amplitudesA±(s, u), B±(s, u). Partial wave amplitude have a
rather involved structure below theπN threshold which is dis-
cussed in Appendix A. While the continuation for the channels
with stable particles is straightforward, the effectiveππN chan-
nels require special attention. It is known [43] that the quasi-
two particle singularities induce novel structures in the ampli-
tude, i.e. additional branch points in the complex plane, apart
from the righthandππN cut along the physical axis. The result-
ing sheet structure is non-trivial and should be fully takeninto

account; these additional branch points induce large variations
of the amplitude in their surroundings and have a large impact
on pole positions and residues. For the Roper channel, the role
of additional sheets has been discussed in Ref. [44].

In some studies, the properties of channels with unstable par-
ticles have been modeled by folding the invariant mass distribu-
tion of the unstable particle with the stable particle propagator
as e.g. in Refs. [45, 46]. We have developed related techniques
based on a Lehmann representation for the righthand cut. While
the discontinuity can be expressed in this form, an explicitproof
of analyticity of the obtained continuation is difficult within our
framework.

For the Jülich model, the various sheets are accessed through
contour deformation of the momentum integration. A similar
method has been recently applied for another model of the me-
son exchange type [39].

Another issue of relevance in this context is the question, if
it is possible to remove the hadronic contributions from observ-
ables in a model independent way to allow access to quanti-
ties that can be identified with those calculated from the quark
model [47, 48] — see also Ref. [49] for a recent discussion of
the subject. Such an analysis assumes that a clean cut separa-
tion of pole and non-pole parts is possible.

In a recent study [50] this question has been addressed.
The conclusion, drawn from the behavior of theP33 partial
wave with the∆(1232) resonance, was that the residues pro-
vide a meaningful expansion parameter of the resonance am-
plitude, while dressed and bare vertices depend on the regu-
larization scheme and the model dependent decomposition of
the amplitude into pole and non-pole contribution according to
T = TP + TNP. This separation is widely used in the literature,
see e.g. Refs. [51, 52]. Second, the non-pole part itself can
contain poles, that interact with the pole part in a non-trivial
way, as discussed in Ref. [50]. In the present study, we test the
D13 and other partial waves in the light of these questions and
come to similar conclusions.

After all, especially for the comparison of different exper-
iments, the poles and residues of the S-matrix are the relevant
quantities. The Jülich model is derived within a field theoretical
approach from Lagrangians obeying chiral constraints. It pro-
vides a precise description of the partial wave amplitudes.Fur-
thermore, other than in mostK matrix approaches, analyticity
is respected. These ingredients qualify for a reliable extraction
of resonance properties.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.1, the well-
known analytic structure of the propagator of two stable parti-
cles is discussed. The more complicated properties of quasi-
twoparticle intermediate states are discussed in Sec. 2.2.Re-
sults for pole positions, residues, zeros of the amplitude and
transition strengths are provided in Sec. 3.

2. Analytic structure of the scattering amplitude

2.1. The propagator of two stable particles
The analytic continuation of the scattering amplitude willbe

discussed in several steps. In this section, the well-knownstruc-
ture for the propagator of two stable particles is presented. The
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Figure 1: Real (dashed) and imaginary (dotted) parts of theσ self-energy at
k = 0 MeV.

connection between analytic continuation and contour defor-
mation of the momentum integration will be pointed out. The
contour deformation is the key to the analytic continuationof
the effectiveππN channelsσN, ρN, andπ∆, discussed in Sec.
2.2.

To simplify the discussion, we choose pion-pion scattering
in the L = I = 0 channel. Here, the scattering problem is de-
scribed as a one-channel amplitude with a propagator of two
stable pions and one explicit resonance, theσ(600) (JP = 0+)
meson. In the Jülich model, this amplitude appears in the con-
struction of theσN propagator and also in theσ t-channel ex-
change. The example will serve to demonstrate the analytic
properties of the propagator of two stable particles. The follow-
ing discussion applies qualitatively also to theπN andηN chan-
nels of the Jülich model, as well as to otherππ andπN channels,
namely theρ(770) in theρN propagator and the∆(1232) in the
π∆ propagator.

Theσ can be described with a dressed TOPT (time-ordered
perturbation theory) propagator according to

Gσ(z, k) =
1

z−
√

k2 + (m0
σ)2 − Πσ(z′, k)

(2)

wherem0
σ = 900 MeV is the bareσ mass,k ≡ |~k| is the c.m.

momentum, i.e.,k = 0 in theσ c.m. frame,z′ is the energy
boosted to theππ c.m. frame (z′ = z at k = 0 is the only case
needed in this section), andΠσ is theσ self-energy given by the
loop

Πσ(z, k) =

∞
∫

0

q2dq
(vσππ(q, k))2

z− 2
√

q2 +m2
π + iǫ

(3)

wherevσππ(q, k) is given in Eq. (3.10) of Ref. [18]. For theρ
and∆ self energies, the vertices are given by Eq. (20) of Ref.
[19] and in Ref. [18], respectively.

The σ self-energy for real energiesz is shown in Fig. 1.
The imaginary part becomes finite and negative at the two-pion
threshold while the real part shows a cusp at this point. To un-
derstand the analytic properties of theσ self-energy, consider
complex values ofz in Eq. (3), evaluating the integral along
a straight path from zero to infinity along the realq axis. The
self-energy as a complex function ofz is shown in the first line

Figure 2: The two Riemann sheets of theσ self-energy [arb. units] as a function
of z [MeV]. The left column shows the real and the right column theimaginary
part ofΠσ.

of Fig. 2. The result is called the first sheet of the self-energy.
There is a righthand cut extending along the positive realzaxis
starting at the energy where both pions can go on-shell, i.e.
zthresh = 2mπ. The cut is atz− iǫ, i.e. Πσ on the realz axis
is analytically connected toΠσ in the upper half plane.

Along the righthand cut, the amplitude can be analytically
continued. For this, the standard procedure is to calculatethe
imaginary part at the real axis by evaluating Eq. (3) with theδ
functionδ(z− 2Eq) resulting in

ImΠσ = −
π q>on E(1)

on E(2)
on

z
v2(q>on, k) (4)

whereqon is the on-shell three-momentum in the c.m. frame of
the stable particles 1 and 2 (in this case two pions) andEon is
the on-shell energy of the particles. As the quantity

qon =
1
2z

√

(z2 − (m1 −m2)2)(z2 − (m1 +m2)2) (5)

is two-valued itself, we need to distinguish the two Riemann
sheets ofqon uniquely according to

q>on =















−qon if Im qon < 0

qon else

q<on = −q>on. (6)

With this definition,q>on is real and positive on the real axis
above threshold; it has a cut along the real axis atz− iǫ above
zthresh, where the branch point is located, and is analytic other-
wise.

The analytic continuation to the second sheet is given by

Π(2)
σ = Πσ +

2πi q>on E(1)
on E(2)

on

z
v2(q>on, k), (7)
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Figure 3: First (dashed lines) and second sheet (solid lines) of theσ self-energy
Πσ [arb. units]. The upper row shows a slide for Rez above theππ threshold
(note the discontinuity at Imz = 0), the middle row for Rez = 2mπ and the
lower row for Rezbelow the threshold.

i.e., by subtracting twice the imaginary part of Eq. (4). In Fig. 3
we show the two sheetsΠ(1)

σ ≡ Πσ (solid lines) andΠ(2)
σ (dashed

lines) as a function of Imz for fixed Re (z). In Fig. 2 the same
situation is shown in a three-dimensional plot.

The two sheets are analytically connected along the right-
hand cut. Note that below threshold the second sheet is not di-
rectly connected to the physical axis but only via paths around
the branch point atzthresh. Above threshold, there is a direct
connection from the second sheet in the lower half plane to the
physical axis.

In the following we sketch the proof of analyticity of the pre-
scription from Eq. (7). Although this proof is trivial it will
help us understand the procedure of the analytic continuation
for unstable particles in Sec. 2.2.

Consider the pole of the integrand from Eq. (3) with respect
to q in the rightq half plane. Its position, for differentz values,
is indicated in Fig. 4 with crosses. Forz values with positive
imaginary part –shown as case (a)– the pole is in the upperq
plane and theq integration can be carried out on a straight path
from zero to infinity. For realz –this is the relevant case to
evaluate observables– the pole is on the real axis [cf. case (b)]
and one can deform the integration contour with a half circleas
shown in Fig. 4. The evaluation of the infinitesimal half circle
returns the imaginary part of the self-energy. Once Imz < 0,
the pole is in the lower half plane. This crossing of the pole
over the integration contour corresponds to the appearanceof
the right-hand cut. Yet, one can obtain an analytic continuation
for negative Imzby defining a deformed path shown as case (c)
in Fig. 4.

From the construction of the path in case (c) it becomes clear
that this continuation is indeed analytic. From the form of the
path it is also clear that the result of the integration corresponds

Figure 4: Integration contours (dashed lines) for the loop of two stable particles
(ππ). For differentz, the poles are marked with a cross. The arrows indicate the
changes of the pole positions for the cases Imz> 0,= 0,< 0.

to an integration along a straight path on the real axis (corre-
sponding to the first sheet), plus the integral taken on the full
infinitesimal circle, that returns the residue of the integration.
The contributions from the vertical parts of the path (c) in Fig.
4 cancel. The final result is then exactly given by Eq. (7), as an
explicit evaluation of the residue shows.

To finish this discussion, let us again consider the poles in
theq-plane. The pole atqp in the right half plane is simple; it
is accompanied by another simple pole at−qp. However, for
the energyzb1 = m1 + m2 there is only one double pole in the
momentum plane, situated atq = 0. The energyzb1, however,
is threshold and branch point of the Riemann surface.

Concluding, a branch point for integrals of the type of Eq.
(3) is induced whenever the two poles in theq-plane coincide
and form a double pole. We will also encounter this situation
in the more complicated case of the effective ππN propaga-
tors, where the classification of the Riemann surface in terms
of branch points is more complicated.

Eq. (7) gives the analytic continuation of the self-energy of
two stable pions. In the Jülich model, there are the two channels
with stable particlesπN andηN. The analytic continuation of
the amplitude with respect to a channel (mn) given by a stable
mesonm and a stable baryonn is closely related to the second
term in Eq. (7), i.e. the discontinuity along the righthand cut. In
particular, we obtain the scattering equation for the amplitude
T(2) on the second sheet,

〈qcd|T(2) − V|qab〉 =

δG+
∫

dqmnq2
mn
〈qcd|V|qmn〉〈qmn|T(2)|qab〉

z− Emn+ iǫ

δG =
2πi q>on(mn) Eon

m Eon
n

z
× 〈qcd|V|q>on(mn)〉〈q>on(mn)|T(2)|qab〉 (8)

with Emn = Em + En andq>on from Eq. (6). Indices of quantum
numbers and the angle integration have been suppressed in Eq.
(8). Eq. (8) has a similar form as the scattering equation on
the first sheet from Eq. (1), except for the additional termδG,
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which is on the real axis given by the discontinuity of the two
particle propagator 1/(z− Emn). In Eq. (8), the indices (ab),
(cd), and (mn) indicate the incoming, outgoing, and intermedi-
ate channels, respectively.

Note that the matrix elementsV andT(2) in the expression
for δG appear in on-shell kinematics which allows for an imple-
mentation of the term at the on-shell point of the Haftel-Tabakin
scheme [53] that is used to solve the scattering equation.

One can now also search for poles of theσ(600),ρ(770), and
∆(1232) as they appear in the effectiveππN propagators of the
Jülich model. Simple but analytic models have been developed
to obtain a good empirical parameterization of theππ andπN
amplitude which are needed as input just for a parameterization
of the effectiveππN channels. This purpose is well fulfilled by
these models.

For the pole search, we analytically continue the propagator
from Eq. (2), withΠ(2)

σ from Eq. (7), according to

G(2)
σ (zσ) =

1

zσ −m0
σ − Π(2)

σ (zσ, 0)
(9)

ask = 0 in theσ c.m. frame. A pole on the second sheet of
the ππ scattering amplitude corresponds to a pole ofG(2)

σ (zσ).
We find the pole of theσ at z0

σ = 875− 232i MeV. Theσ pole
is situated relatively high in energy compared to the high pre-
cision determination in Ref. [54] ofz0

σ = 441− 272i MeV. At
this point the model could be improved by developing a scheme
with derivative coupling that allows for aσ pole at lower ener-
gies. In any case, a satisfying parameterization of theππ scat-
tering amplitude in theσ channel is obtained. In Fig. 10 of Ref.
[19] the quality of the fit is shown. There are some minor devi-
ations, probably due to the displacedσ pole, but for the present
purpose, this accuracy is sufficient to provide a realistic descrip-
tion of the three body phase space, starting atz= 2mπ +mN up
to the maximum energies considered of aroundz ∼ 1.9 GeV.
In the complex plane, a change in the pole position of theσ
would lead to a change of the position of the branch point (cf.
Eq. (15)); however, as the pole is quite far in the complex
plane, no major changes from a modifiedσ pole are expected
in the region where poles of baryonic resonances are searched
for (Γ/2 ≤ 150i MeV).

For theρ, a similar analysis can be made. There are no poles
on the first sheet and one pole on the second sheet atz0

ρ = 763−
64i MeV. This corresponds to aρwidth ofΓ = 128 MeV which
is slightly smaller than the standard value ofΓ = 150 MeV [2].

For the∆, the pole lies atz0
∆
= 1211−37i MeV, i.e. the∆ has

a width ofΓ = 74 MeV which is smaller than standard values of
110-120 MeV [2]. The pole position of the∆(1232) in theπ∆
propagator is not identical to the position of the∆(1232) in the
πN s-channel exchange, that will be determined later (cf. Ref.
[50] or Table 2). The consistency of the model could be im-
proved at this point, i.e. consistent pole position for bothcases.
However, the discrepancies are minor. As we have stressed be-
fore, at this point a high precision fit of the amplitude is not
required; a reliable parameterization of the input for the effec-
tive ππN channels is sufficient.

Thus, theππ andπN phase shifts are sufficiently well de-
scribed (cf. Fig. 7 of Ref. [19], Figs. 9 and 10 of Ref. [18]) by

theσ, ρ, and∆ to allow for a realistic description of the effec-
tive ππN channels as they appear inπN scattering, the principal
objective of this study.

2.2. Propagator with unstable particles

The analytic continuation for the effectiveππN channelsσN,
ρN, andπ∆ is different from the channelsπN andηN discussed
in the previous section. There, we have seen that a deformation
of the integration contour as shown in Fig. 4 leads to an ana-
lytic continuation. In practical terms, one can simply add the
discontinuity using theδ function which is equivalent. For the
effectiveππN channels, the key to the analytic continuation is
the contour deformation.

For the discussion, we focus on theσN channel. TheρN and
π∆ channels can be treated analogously as discussed at the end
of Sec. 2.4. The additional complication that arises here isthat
the unstable particles appear in a moving frame. Within TOPT,
the three dimensional formalism used here, theσ self–energy
evaluated for a finite sigma three momentumk reads

Π̃σ(z, k) =

∞
∫

0

q2dq

1
∫

−1

dx
2

(vσππ(q, k))2

z− ω+π − ω−π + iǫ
, (10)

with ω±π =
√

(~q± ~k/2)2 +m2
π andx for the angle enclosed by~q

and~k. This expression reduces to the one given in Eq. (3) for
k = 0. Note,Π̃σ is a function of only the modulus of~k and not
its direction as a result of thex–integration. It is instructive to
expand the denominator of the self–energy for small values of
k. We then get

z− ω+π − ω−π = z− 2ωπ − k2/(4ωπ) + O(k4/ω3
π) ,

with ωπ =
√

q2 +m2
π. Thus, through the boost momentumk the

energy available for theσ gets reduced byk2/(4ω), the kinetic
energy of the two pion system. We may therefore parameterize
theσN propagator as [18]

gσN(z, k) =
1

z−
√

m2
N + k2 −

√

(m0
σ)2 + k2 − Πσ(zσ(z, k), k)

,

GσN(z) =

∞
∫

0

dk k2 F(k) gσN(z, k),

zσ(z, k) = z+m0
σ −
√

k2 + (m0
σ)2 −

√

k2 +m2
N

(11)

with the self energyΠσ from Eq. (3);m0
σ is the bareσmass and

F is a regulator we introduce for the discussion of this section
and which is absent in the Jülich model [cf. Sec. 2.5]. The term
gσN is given by the TOPTσN propagator that includes the self
energy of theσ meson. The energy parameterzσ implies that
the energy available for theππ subsystem is reduced compared
to the total energy not only by the kinetic energy of theσ, but
also by the energy of the nucleon propagating simultaneously.
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N

π π

σ σ

Figure 5: Example of an intermediateσN propagator in the rescattering pro-
vided by the scattering equation (1).

Figure 6: Real (dashed) and imaginary (dotted) parts of theσN propagatorGσN

for real energiesz [arb. units].

We checked numerically that treatingΠσ as in Eq. (3) vs. keep-
ing the full dependence of̃Πσ of Eq. (10) has only a very small
impact on observables. Since using Eq. (11) saves an angular
integration we will use this expression in what follows.

In Eq. (11), we have explicitly included the integration over
k, the loop momentum of theσN loop. As an example of such a
loop, we show in Fig. 5 two pion exchanges. The exchange pro-
cesses arek and angle dependent; they induce three-body cuts
and additional analytic structures, on top of the structuregiven
by gσN. This issue will be further discussed in Sec. 2.5 where
also the implementation of the analytically continued propaga-
tor into the full Jülich model is given. See also Appendix A for
a discussion of the short nucleon, circular and other cuts.

In the following, the analytic structure ofGσN as defined in
Eq. (11) is determined. For real energiesz, the propagatorGσN

is shown in Fig. 6. The real and imaginary parts can be com-
pared to the case of stable particles as shown in Fig. 1. One
observes similar structures, which are, however, smeared in en-
ergy due to the finite width of theσ, or equivalently, a finiteΠσ
in Eq. (11). In particular, the influence of the “threshold” at
z ∼ m0

σ +mN ∼ 1.9 GeV is still visible and reminds one of the
corresponding structure in case of stable particles.

Theππ self-energyΠσ in Eq. (11) has a well-known right-
hand cut along the realzσ axis as derived in Sec. 2.1. It is clear
that this induces also a cut in the full propagatorGσN.

In the case of the propagator of two pions the discontinuity
arises from the position of the pole with respect to the integra-
tion contour, as discussed following Fig. 4. In particular,for
realz, the pole in theq-integration lies on the real axis. In the
present case, the pole lies, for realz, far in the complex plane
[c.f. Eq. (11)], and the cut ofGσN on the realz axis, starting at
z= 2mπ +mN, is entirely induced by the cut ofΠσ itself.

Figure 7: In thek plane (upper figure), the path of thek-integration (long dashed
line) can be deformed (short dashed line). In thezσ plane, this corresponds to
different paths for different values ofz (lower figure). In thezσ plane, there is
a branch point atzσ = 2mπ. The corresponding cut can be chosen in different
directions, e.g. (a) or (b).

Thus, for an analytic continuation ofGσN, one first has to
analytically continueΠσ. For this, we consider thek integration
in Eq. (11). The integration contour in the complexk plane
can be deformed as long as the limits (0,∞) are unchanged.
Second, the deformation must be along analytic regions of the
integrand and must not cross poles, branch points, or cuts. This
guarantees that the result of the integration along the deformed
contour is unchanged.

To ensure these conditions, we have to check which are the
zσ regions inΠσ that correspond to the contour deformation in
thek plane. A path in thek plane corresponds to a path in the
zσ plane as given by the transformationzσ(z, k) from Eq. (11).
We show in Fig. 7 schematically several deformed paths in the
k- andzσ-plane.

First, consider the undeformed path for a value of Imz ≡
Im zσ > 0, i.e. a straight path in thek plane from zero to infinity.
This is indicated with the long dashed lines in Fig. 7. The
integral along the deformed path (short dashed lines), given that
the endpoint is the same as for the undeformed path, will return
the same result because the deformation is over a region inzσ
whereΠσ is analytic.

Next, consider the case Imz≡ Im zσ < 0. The righthand cut
of Πσ is along the realzσ axes, indicated as direction (a) in Fig.
7. The righthand cut begins at the branch pointzσ = 2mπ. Thus,
the integration along the undeformed path induces a cut in the
full GσN once Imzchanges sign.

The analytic continuation ofGσN along this cut, for Imz< 0,
is obtained as follows: If Imzchanges from positive to negative
values, the integration contour is deformed as indicated with
the short dashed line in thezσ plane in Fig. 7 (case Imz < 0).
However, this is possible only if simultaneously the cut ofΠσ is
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Figure 8: Imaginary part of the self-energyΠ(b)
σ [arb. units] as a function of

zσ [MeV]. The cut is put in the negative Imzσ direction. With this choice, the
self-energy is analytic on the real axis above the branch point.

moved from direction (a) to direction (b). This ensures thatthe
integrand is always analytic. The continuation obtained through
this contour deformation is the unique analytic continuation of
GσN.

The change of direction of the cut from (a) to (b) redefines
the self-energy according to

Π(b)
σ =















Π
(2)
σ if Im zσ < 0 and Rezσ > 2mπ
Πσ else

(12)

whereΠσ andΠ(2)
σ are given in Eqs. (3) and (7), respectively.

The self-energyΠ(b)
σ is shown in Fig. 8. Indeed, the cut is now

along direction (b) andΠ(b)
σ is analytic on the real axis above

the branch point.
Second, as shown above, the integration path has to be de-

formed; for simplicity, we have decomposed the path into
straight pieces in thek plane in such a way that one interme-
diate edge pointkint corresponds tozσ(kint) = 2mπ+100i MeV.
The start and end points are always given byk = 0, k = ∞.

For Rez< 2mπ +mN we obtain Rezσ < 2mπ and the starting
point of the integration atk = 0 lies below the cut at position
(b). Yet, one simply rotates the cut direction further than−900

and can apply the method as before.
The analytic continuation ofGσN to the lowerz half plane,

called G(2)
σN, has been evaluated. A quantitative definition of

G(2)
σN will be given below [cf. Eq. (16)]. To continueG(2)

σN to the
upper plane, one can adapt the method of contour deformation,
or simply utilize the known continuation in the lower half plane
and take advantage of the general analytic property

G(2)
σN(z∗) = [G(2)

σN(z)]∗ (13)

that holds also for the second sheet.
In Fig. 9 we show the analytic continuation as slices along

the Imz direction at fixed Rez. The solid lines show the first
sheetG(1)

σN for Im z> 0 andG(2)
σN for Im z< 0. As Fig. 9 shows,

the transition between both sheets is indeed analytic at Imz= 0.
The dashed lines show, for Imz< 0, the first sheetG(1)

σN. The cut
in G(1)

σN, situated at Imz = 0, appears in Fig. 9 as discontinuity
for the imaginary part and a non-analyticity (“cusp”) for the real
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Figure 9: Real (left) and imaginary (right) part ofGσN [arb. units]. The plots
show slices along the imaginaryzdirection for Rezfixed at 1.4, 1.75, 1.87, and
2.1 GeV (top to bottom). The solid lines show the analytic continuation to the
lower z half plane [G(2)

σN for Im (z) < 0, G(1)
σN for Im (z) > 0]. The dashed lines

show the first sheet,G(1)
σN ≡ GσN.
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part. The second sheetG(2)
σN for Im z> 0, obtained through Eq.

(13), is not plotted in Fig. 9.

2.3. Additional branch points in the complex plane

The analytic continuation of ImGσN is shown with the solid
lines in the right column of Fig. 9. While, at Rez = 1.75 GeV,
the imaginary part shows a sharp rise as Imz < −250 MeV,
only 120 MeV above at Rez= 1.87 GeV the continuation falls
rapidly beyond Imz < −250 MeV. The real parts show also
rapid changes in thisz region. This is a sign that there is an
additional structure. In the following we show that the new
structure is induced by a branch point. Such additional branch
points are known since long [43, 44].

In Sec. 2.1 it has been shown for the case of propagators
of stable particles that branch points are induced whenevertwo
poles in the complex plane of the momentum integration over
q coincide, i.e., the denominator has a double zero in the mo-
mentum plane andq = 0. For the stable case, this situation was
given at threshold. In the present case, we have to inspect the
denominator of Eq. (11) and search for poles with respect to
k. This is, in general, only possible numerically. However, we
know that for a branch point,k = 0. Furthermore, the condition
k = 0 and the fact that we consider the analytic continuation
of G(2)

σN imply that theσ self-energy is evaluated on the sec-
ond sheet,Π(2)

σ according to Eq. (12) [c.f. Fig. 7]. Then, the
denominator of Eq. (11) has the double zero at

z−mN −m0
σ − Π(2)

σ (z−mN, 0) = 0. (14)

On the other hand, the pole of theσ itself is given by Eq. (9);
using thatzσ = z− mN at k = 0, we obtain for the position of
the branch point, calledb2 in the following,

zb2 = zp +mN (15)

wherezp = 875− 232i MeV is the pole position of theσ in the
complexzσ plane.

Thus, branch points in the complexz plane of the effective
ππN propagators are directly related to the pole of the unstable
particle. An unstable particleσ induces branch points in the
σN propagator. These branch points are always on the second
sheet ofGσN, as we have seen in the derivation of Eq. (15),
because this is where the resonance poles are. Furthermore,as
there is only one pole on the second sheet of theσ propagator,
there are no further induced branch points ofGσN in thezplane,
apart fromb2 [andb′2 in the upperzhalf plane due to Eq. (13)].

For theρN andπ∆ propagators, relation (15) holds as well,
with the corresponding masses and pole positions; in all cases,
the validity has been confirmed numerically.

Relation (15) has been derived for the specific form of the
propagator from Eq. (11). Yet, the existence of the branch
pointsb2, b′2 follows in general from the existence of the pole
in the scattering amplitude of the unstable particle. Second, the
validity of Eq. (15) does not depend on the special form of the
transformationzσ from Eq. (11): the conditionzσ = z− mN

at k = 0 that led to Eq. (11) simply reflects the opening of the
ππN threshold atz= 2mπ +mN and is obeyed in general1.

Figure 10: The full analytic structure of theσN propagatorGσN. The branch
pointb1 is at theππN threshold and connects first and second sheet. The branch
points b2 andb′2 are located atzb2 = zp + mN (zb′2

= z∗p + mN) and connect
second with third, and second with fourth sheet, respectively. The liness1 and
s2 indicate slices plotted in Fig. 12.s3 indicates the viewpoint of the plot in
Fig. 11.

The resulting analytic structure is shown in Fig. 10. There is
a branch pointb1, located atzb1 = 2mπ + mN, which connects
first and second sheet2, both of them with a cut along the real
axis. As we have seen previously, this branch point and its cut
are induced by the cut of theσ self-energyΠσ. The additional
branch pointsb2 andb′2 lie in the complex plane, both of them
on the second sheet, and induce the two additional sheets three
and four.

In Fig. 11 we show the real part ofGσN aroundb2 from a
viewpoint s3 as indicated in Fig. 10. There is an intersection
of real parts visible, starting atb2 and extending towards pos-
itive Rez values. For a propagator of stable particles, the real
parts of the two sheets intersect along the real axis, or righthand
cut, as can be seen in the upper left plot of Fig. 3. It is, thus,
straightforward to define the cut belonging tob2 in the same
way, i.e. at the intersection of the real parts. This is indicated
in Fig. 10 with the red curved line.

In Fig. 12 the four Riemann sheets along the two slicess1

and s2, as indicated in Fig. 10, are shown. The slices are lo-
cated slightly below and aboveb2. In order to understand the
structure of the branch point, one can follow paths around it.
For example, coming from the realz axis on the second sheet,
one can follows1 and pass byb2 below (thick dashed line in
Fig. 12). Then, one can move tos2 and move back, towards
the real axis, passingb2 above (thin dashed line). As Fig. 12
shows, one is then not any more on the second sheet, but on
sheet 3. Alternatively, one can start at the realzaxis on sheet 2,
alongs2 (thick black solid line), move aroundb2 and return on
s1 (thin solid line), and also get to sheet 3. Note the presence of
a complex conjugate structure that follows from Eq. (13), as-

1The existence ofb2 and its general properties are not discussed in Ref.
[39].

2The counting of the sheets refers in this section to the one channel case of
σN.
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Figure 11: Real part ofGσN [arb. units] around the branch pointb2, as a
function of z [MeV]. The intersection of the real parts of the two sheets is
visible. The position of this intersection defines the cut plotted in Fig. 10.

sociated with the branch pointb′2 and indicated with the dotted
lines in Fig. 12.

Technically, the transition to the sheets 3 and 4 is achievedby
following such paths, while further deforming the integration
contour of thek integration. This further deformation is dictated
by two requirements: the path in thek plane must not cross the
poles induced by the denominator of Eq. (11), and, second,
must not cross the cut along direction (b) from Fig. 7 in thezσ
plane.

As an example, we show in Fig. 13 a path in thek plane,
together with its image in thezσ plane given byzσ(z, k) from
Eq. (11). With this path, one obtains the continuation to the
third sheet along the slices1 from Fig. 10, shown as the thin
solid line in Fig. 12. As can be seen in Fig, 13, in thek plane the
path includes the quasi-two-body singularity atk ∼ −70− 400i
MeV, while in thezσ plane it does not cross the cut ofΠ(b)

σ ,
indicated with the dashed vertical line. Thus, the integrand is
always analytic.

It is instructive to discuss the limiting case of a narrowσ.
We define this limit by decreasing theσππ coupling constant
which appears invσππ of Eq. (3). Then, the mass of theσ
stays approximately constant. As theσ becomes narrower, the
branch pointsb2 andb′2 move towards the real axis according
to Eq. (15). Simultaneously, the discontinuity on the real axis,
associated withb1, becomes weaker. In the limit of zero width,
b2 andb′2 coincide on the real axis atz= mN +m0

σ, and the two
associated cuts coincide as well and run along the real axis.The
branch pointb1 and its cut vanish, i.e., sheet 1 and 2 coincide
belowz= m0

σ +mN.
Also, the other sheets overlay: We consider the real parts of

GσN in Fig. 12. They form approximately two “x” with the
centers atb2 andb′2. As theσ width approaches zero, the “x”

Figure 12: The analytic structure of all four Riemann sheets[arb. units], labeled
1 to 4, shown close to Rez of the branch pointsb2 andb′2. The thick dashed
lines and the thin solid lines show the structures along the slice s1 from Fig.
10, i.e. slightly belowb2. The thick black solid lines and the thin dashed lines
are alongs2, i.e., slightly aboveb2. The dotted lines indicate the presence of a
complex conjugate structure around the third branch pointb′2.
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Figure 13: Example of a more complicated integration path ofthek integration
in thek [MeV] and thezσ [MeV] plane. The cut in thezσ plane is in direction
(b), same as in Fig. 7. The result in this example gives the value of GσN at
z= 1600− 200i MeV on the third sheet.

become symmetric and for zero width overlap exactly, reducing
the number of Riemann sheets from four to two; the real part
has then the same structure as in the second row, left, of Fig.3.
Thus, in the limit of zeroσ width, we have precisely the sheet
structure of the propagator of stable particles as shown in Figs.
2 and 3, with one branch point atz = m0

σ + mN, one righthand
cut, and two sheets.

In Fig. 12 we show the labeling of the Riemann sheets. The
distinction of sheet 1 and 2 is clear: While the physical sheet
1 is obtained with an integration along an undeformed path in
Eq. (11), sheet 2 is the analytic continuation of sheet 1 along
the righthandππN cut. The distinction between sheet 2 and 3
is defined as follows. We have just argued that a natural choice
of the cut associated withb2 is along the intersection of the real
parts (cf. Fig. 11). This also helps us understand the limiting
case of a narrowσ. Yet, other choices are possible. For prac-
tical reasons, we prefer a cut that delivers analytic slicesalong
the Imz direction, such as plotted in Fig. 9. For this, we have
to put the cut ofb2 into the negative Imz direction. This is the
definition which we will adopt for sheet 2:

Sheet 2, in the lower half plane, is the sheet that can be
reached along straight paths into the negative Imz direction,
starting from the realz axis at the continuation of sheet 1. The
additional Riemann surface induced byb2, not reachable by
such paths, is then sheet 3. Sheet 2 in the upper half plane,
together with the branch pointb′2, can be obtained from sheet
2 in the lower half plane using Eq. (13). Accordingly, the cut
associated withb′2 is then in the positive Imzdirection. Sheet 4,
associated with the branch pointb′2, is defined accordingly and
can be obtained from sheet 3 using Eq. (13).

Table 1: Parameterization of the paths in thek-plane for sheetsj = 2, 3, accord-
ing to Eq. (16). The list shows the positions [MeV] of intermediate points in
thek plane. For the other pointsk0, kn j−1, kn j , see Eq. (17). Sheet 4 is obtained
from sheet 3 through Eq. (13).

σN ρN π∆

j = 2, Rez< Rezb2

k1 100 100 —
j = 2, Rez≥ Rezb2

k1 1− 300i 1− 500i 1− 300i
j = 3, Rez< Rezb2

k1 −500 −500 −80− i
k2 −500− 700i −500− 700i −80− 200i
j = 3, Rez≥ Rezb2

k1 1+ 500i 1+ 500i 30+ 80i
k2 500+ 500i 500+ 500i 100+ 70i

2.4. Formalism of path deformation

With these definitions, the paths which lead to the various
sheets are formally defined. For simplicity, all paths are chosen
piecewise linear in thek plane. We write for sheet (j):

G( j)
σN(z) =

∫

Γ( j)
dk k2 F(k) g( j)

σN(z, k)

=

nj
∑

i=1

1
∫

0

dt (ki − ki−1) [ki(t)]2 F(ki(t)) g( j)
σN(z, ki(t))

(16)

with gσN from Eq. (11). Here,g(1)
σN [g(2,3)

σN ] is evaluated with
Πσ from Eq. (3) [Π(b)

σ from Eq. (12)]. In Eq. (16),ki(t) =
ki−1 + (ki − ki−1) t. Theki are the edge points of the paths and
shown in Tab. 1 for each Riemann sheet (j). For the physical
sheetj = 1, k0 = 0 andknj=1 → ∞, i.e. the integration is along
a straight path from zero to infinity in thek plane. For the sheets
j = 2, 3, the first, before last, and last point in thek plane are
given by

k0 = 0,

zeff(knj−1, z) =



























2mπ + 100i MeV for σN

2mπ + 200i MeV for ρN

mπ +mN + 100i MeV for π∆

knj → ∞. (17)

wherezeff is the energy of the unstable particleσ, ρ, or∆, given
by Eq. (11) for theσ case. For the corresponding expressions
gρN, gπ∆ as they appear in Eq. (16) for theρN andπ∆ propaga-
tor, and for the transformationszρ andz∆, see Refs. [18, 19].

The distinctions Rez ≶ Rezb2 in Tab. 1 ensure that the cut of
b2 is along the negative Imzdirection, as discussed at the end of
the previous section. As an example, we show in Fig. 14 with
the solid line the path for the second sheet of theσN propagator,
case Rez < Rezb2 in thezσ plane. Comparing this figure with
Fig. 7, an additional structure induced byzσ(k1 = 100 MeV) is
visible; this additional edge point is necessary to avoid mixing
of sheet 2 and 3. For the endpointzσ(k3) that is finite in Fig.
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Figure 14: Integration contour to calculateδG. The plot shows the image
zσ(k, z) in thezσ plane. See text for further explanations.

14, rather thanzσ(k3 → ∞) as Eq. (17) prescribes, see the
discussion on implementation in the Jülich model in Sec. 2.5.

The paths for the sheetsj = 2, 3 lead to the correct sheets,
but only in a certain range for the total energyz. Sheet (2), with
the above defined paths, is calculated correctly for 2mπ +mN <

Rez< 2500 MeV and−400< Im z< 0 MeV, forσN, ρN, and
π∆. For the sheets (3), the continuations are valid around the
branch pointsb2; for σN, the range of applicability has been
tested to be 1600< Rez < 2100 MeV and−400 < Im z <
+300 MeV. ForρN, 1500 < Rez < 2000 MeV and−400 <
Im z < 0 MeV; for π∆, 1250< Rez < 1450 MeV and−250<
Im z < 0 MeV. If one wishes to obtain the sheets (3) outside
these areas, one may have to redefine the paths; the pole in the
k plane moves as a function ofzand forzoutside these areas, it
may cross the integration contour.

TheρN andπ∆ propagators have the same analytic properties
as theσN propagator. In particular, the poles of theρ and the
∆ induce additional branch pointsb2, b′2 of GρN andGπ∆ in the
complexz plane. For these channels, these branch points are
even more relevant for the analytic continuation because the ρ
and the∆ are narrower than theσ and the branch points lie
close to the real axis according to Eq. (15). The branch points
b2 andb′2 have large numerical effects in their surroundings as
can be seen in Figs. 9 to 12 and, thus, play an important role
for the analytic continuation. The integration paths to obtain
the different sheets of theρN andπ∆ propagators are given in
Table 1, together with the points defined in Eq. (17).

To finish this discussion, let us again point out the importance
to control the cuts induced by the branch pointsb2, b′2. As dis-
cussed above, the condition Rez ≶ Rezb2 controls the cut. In
particular, in these two different cases thek integration contour
passes by the quasi-two-particle singularity above and below in
the k plane, respectively. This distinction is mandatory; if the
contour passes for allz above or for allz below that singular-
ity one evaluates the third sheet instead of the second for some
z; poles on that sheet are much less relevant than poles on the
second sheet, because the third sheet is not directly connected
to the physical axis.

2.5. Implementation of the continuedσN, ρN, π∆ sheets

To obtain the amplitude of the Jülich model on the different
σN, ρN, π∆ sheets, we add the difference between second and
first sheet, similar as in the case of the channelsπN andηN in
Eq. (8). In Sec. 2.1 we have seen that for theπN, ηN prop-
agators the prescription to obtain the second sheet consists in
adding the discontinuity twice. In the present case of the un-
stableσN, ρN, π∆ propagators, one can proceed similarly. Yet,
for the effectiveππN channels, this implies an approximation
which will be discussed below.

In Fig. 14 the imagezσ(k, z) of the k-integration in thezσ
plane is shown. Consider the casej = 2 for theσN propagator,
i.e. the second sheet. The dashed line shows the integration
contour for j = 1, the first sheet. In thek plane, this integration
is along a straight path fromk = 0 to k = ∞.

The solid lines show the integration according to the case
j = 2 with the edge pointsk0, k1, andk2 given in Eq. (17)
and Table 1. For the endpointk3, we have chosen, instead of
k3 → ∞, an intermediate pointzσ(k3) that is on the contour
of the integration for the first sheet and below theππ threshold
(remember that for the second sheet, theππ cut is in direction
(b) of Fig. 14). In the difference of second and first sheet, the
remaining path from the pointk3 to∞ cancels.

For the plots of numerical results in this section, we intro-
duced a form factorF in Eq. (11) to regularize the integral.
For the implementation in the Jülich model, this artificialform
factor is removed; the result for the difference of sheets is finite
anyways as discussed before.

Thus, the difference between sheet (j) and sheet (1) is given
by

δG̃( j)
eff = (G( j)

eff −G(1)
eff )F=1, (18)

where j = 2, 3. Here and in the following, the subscript “eff”
indicates the effectiveππN channels. The end points of both
integrations forG( j)

eff andG(1)
eff are at

zeff(knj , z)

=















2mπ − 100 MeV+ i Im z (σN, ρN)

mπ +mN − 100 MeV+ i Im z (π∆)
(19)

which replacesknj from Eq. (17). As Fig. 14 shows, the
overall integration path to obtainδG̃ is a closed contour,δG =
∮

dk f(k, z), but with start and end point on different sheets of
the self-energy of the unstable particle.

The next step to implement the sheets of the effectiveππN
propagators in the Jülich model is similar to Eq. (8),

〈qcd|T( j) − V|qab〉 =

δG( j)
eff +

∫

dqeff q2
eff
〈qcd|V|qeff〉〈qeff |T( j)|qab〉

z− Eeff − Πeff

δG( j)
eff = δG̃

( j)
eff 〈qcd|V|q>on(eff)〉〈q>on(eff)|T( j)|qab〉. (20)

As in case of the channels with stable particles,δG is added at
the on-shell point. In case of the channels with stable particles,
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this is exact because theδ function that evaluates the imaginary
part puts the vertices automatically on-shell [cf. Eq. (7)].

In case of the effectiveππN channels, this factorization of
the last line in Eq. (20) is an approximation. Forq>on(eff), we
choose the on-shell momenta of the kinematics

q>on(eff) = q>on(z→ mN + n mπ) (σN, ρN)

q>on(eff) = q>on(z→ mπ +m∆) (π∆) (21)

with m∆ = 1232 MeV andmN, mπ the nucleon and pion mass,
respectively. We test the casesn = 2, 3 for all results. The pole
positions and residues are very similar in both cases.

Another motivation for the factorization is given by the fol-
lowing considerations. The kinematicz → mN + 2mπ for the
σN (and alsoρN) propagator corresponds in good approxi-
mation to the maximum of Imk2 gσN from Eq. (11), which
gives the discontinuity of theππN cut along the physical axis.
Strictly speaking, the discontinuity receives contributions from
Im k2 gσN for all k, but the distribution is still concentrated
around the maximum due to the factorsk2 and the form factors,
that suppress the contributions for small and largek values, re-
spectively.

Furthermore, the kinematicsz→ mN+2mπ or z→ mN+3mπ
corresponds to typical 2π invariant masses inπN→ ππN in the
second resonance region inπN → ππN, where the branching
ratios intoρN andσN are analyzed.

The principal difficulty in going beyond the factorization of
δG̃( j)

eff in Eq. (20) is the incompatibility of the integration paths
that lead to unphysical sheets of the effectiveππN propagators,
and the position of three-body cuts in the transition potentialsV
that require a different integration path. While the access to the
different sheets is dictated by the deformed paths as discussed
above, the momentum integration that respects three-body cuts
is from k = 0 along a straight path rotated into the complex
plane [20]. A unified treatment is beyond the scope of this
work, although possible in principle.

The analytic continuation ofT for the first sheet, as given by
the integral terms of Eqs. (8) and (20), is restricted by the two-
body cuts of the stableπN andηN propagator, as well as the
pseudo-two-body cuts ofσN, ρN andπ∆. These zeros of the
propagator denominatorsz−E1−E2, together with the rotation
of the integration path into the lower complexq half plane [20],
induce fallacious non-analyticities in the lowerz half plane.
Thus, we restrict the analysis of the analytic continuationto
the upperzhalf plane. Yet, for all results of this study in Sec. 3,
we will quote the values for pole positions, residues etc. inthe
lowerzhalf plane that are easily obtained using Eq. (13).

Additionally, the three-body cuts of the potentialsV (in par-
ticular, the pion exchange), together with the rotated integration
path, induce similar structures for the first sheet in the upper z
half plane. Since these structures are located at Imz> 150, 200
MeV for all zwe can safely search for resonances up to a width
of Γ = 300 or 400 MeV, and this issue is of no relevance here.
For energies above the second resonance region, even larger
values for Imz are accessible. Within our formalism, an ex-
change propagator is of the form 1/[Ex(z− Ex − E1 − E2 + iǫ)].
There are kinematic factors 1/Ex of the exchanged particlex.

They induce similar structures as the three-body cuts but they
are also situated at Imz > 150, 200 MeV. We make no attempt
to access the sheets induced by the three-body cuts associated
with the exchange potentialsV. These sheets are far away from
the physical axis and structures on those sheets can only have
minor impact on physical scattering. For completeness, the
short nucleon, circular and other cuts, associated with nucleon
exchange and crossing symmetry, are discussed in Appendix A.
It is shown that this cut structure is indeed present in the model
and can be identified with different ingredients of the model.

3. Results

3.1. Selection of Riemann sheets

In Sec. 2 the analytic structures of the propagators of chan-
nels with stable particlesπN, ηN and of effectiveππN channels
π∆, ρN, andσN have been determined. The analytic contin-
uations of the propagators determine the analytic continuation
of theT matrix. In this section, we determine the properties of
T(z) in terms of poles and zeros in the complexzplane.

For a channel with stable particles, there are two sheets,
while for unstable particles, there are four as we have seen in the
previous section. Thus, for the channel space considered here,
there are 2243 = 256 sheets corresponding to the two stable and
three effectiveππN channels.

Poles can be located on all sheets. Yet, depending on the
sheet, their influence at the realzaxis (“physical axis”) is differ-
ent: For a channel of stable particles with two sheets, consider
a virtual state. This is a pole atz = z0 on the second (“unphys-
ical”) sheet in the lowerz half plane, and below threshold, i.e.
Rez0 < zthres. Then, the closest point to the physical axis is
zthres [c.f. Fig. 3, third row]. Because the pole contribution has
a 1/(z− z0) energy dependence, such a pole can only appear as
a structure atzthres, e.g. as a threshold enhancement. It cannot
create a resonance shape on the physical axis atz= Rez0.

Thus, for the pole search with respect to theπN andηN chan-
nels, below threshold one chooses the first sheet of the propa-
gatorG. This means looking for bound states with respect to
that channel. Above threshold, one chooses the second sheet.
Formally, this can be written as

G =















G(2) if Re z≥ zthres

G(1) if Re z< zthres

(22)

wherezthres = m + M is the threshold energy. This choice
will induce cuts in the amplitude along the Imz0 direction, for
Rez= mπ +mN and Rez= mη +mN.

As pointed out in Sec. 2.3, for each effectiveππN channel
π∆, ρN, andσN there are four sheets. For the pole search, we
choose the unphysical sheet with respect to theππN cut, i.e., the
second sheet according to the definitions at the end of Sec. 2.3.
In particular, the second sheet is reachable from the physical
axis via straight paths in the negative Imz direction. There are
additional sheets induced by branch pointsb2, b′2 in the com-
plex plane as we have seen in Sec. 2.3. Yet, coming from the
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Figure 15: Modulus|T(S11)| [arbitrary units] as a function of the complex scat-
tering energyz [MeV]. The poles of theN∗(1535) andN∗(1650) are clearly
visible. Also, one sees a discontinuity along Rez= mη +mN, coming from the
prescription of Eq. (22) for theηN channel. Behind theN∗(1650), one sees a cut
lying in the positive Imz direction, induced by the branch pointzb′2

= mN + z∗ρ
of theρN channel.

physical axis, those sheets are only accessible via paths around
these branch points and poles on them have little influence on
the physical axis [cf. Fig. 10]. This is in analogy to the caseof
theπN andηN propagators discussed previously.

The selection criteria discussed above define one out of 256
sheets, where poles are searched. We refer to this as “second
sheet” ofT in the following. As an example of the analytic
structure, Fig. 15 shows|T | on that sheet, in theS11 partial
wave inπN→ πN. The two poles associated with theN∗(1535)
and theN∗(1650) are clearly visible. Yet, there are additional
structures: First, a discontinuity along Rez= mη +mN coming
from the prescription of Eq. (22). Second, one sees a similar
discontinuity starting behind theN∗(1650) pole resulting from
the definition of the secondρN sheet: the branch cut is in the
positive Imz direction and starts at the branch pointzb′2

= z∗ρ +
mN ∼ 1700+ 64i MeV wherezρ = 763− 64i MeV is the pole
position of theρ [cf. Eq. (15)].

The first sheet is free of poles as we have checked; we search
for poles on the second sheet. Yet, there are poles on other
sheets which we comment on in the following. Consider a pole
that couples only weakly to a given channel, i.e. its residue
to e.g. theρN channel is small. Suppose the pole has been
found on the second sheet. Then, at the pole position, the term
(1− VG)−1 which appears in the solution of Eq. (1) is singular.
We consider an element of this matrix and write symbolically,
with G(2)

ρN theρN propagator on the second sheet,

(1− VG) = a+ b G(2)
ρN = 0 (23)

omitting further indices, sums and integrations.a contains the
terms with intermediate states of other channels. The weak cou-
pling to ρN is reflected by the fact that theb terms are small

compared to thea terms, and the replacementG(2)
ρN → G(3)

ρN does
not change much the position of the zero; the resonance pole
will reappear on the third or even fourthρN sheet.

Such replica of poles on other sheets have no physical impli-
cations. E.g., the∆∗(1700) has a pole atz0 = 1637− 118i MeV
on the secondρN sheet and a replica on the third one, just a few
MeV away fromz0 and with almost the same residues. Even
the distance from both pole positions to the physical axis via
paths over analytic regions of the amplitude is approximately
the same. Yet, one of the poles is sufficient to describe the∆∗

properties on the physical axis to high accuracy [50]. The two-
pole structure is, in this case, trivial.

The situation is different for e.g. the proposed two-pole struc-
ture of theΛ(1405) [33]. In the latter case, the two poles lie
on the same sheet on different positions and have quite differ-
ent residues to the different channels. While there is evidence
[55] for the two-pole structure of theΛ(1405), the trivial replica
found here have no physical consequences.

Yet, in the present context, we sometimes find a pole on the
third sheet ofρN, but no counterpart on the second sheet; in
that case the coupling of the state toρN is strong. In such a
situation, discussed in Sec. 3.6, a pole on the thirdρN sheet
can indeed induce visible structures on the physical axis that
cannot be explained from the amplitude on the second sheet.

3.2. Pole positions and residues

The scattering amplitudeτ for the transitioni → f in channel
space is connected to the amplitudeT of Eq. (1) by

τ f i = −π
√
ρ f ρi T f i , ρ =

k Eω
z

(24)

wherek (E, ω) are the on-shell three momentum (baryon, me-
son energies) of the initial or final meson-baryon system. In
order to extract the pole residue, we expand the amplitudeT(2)

on the second sheet in a Laurent series around the pole position,

T(2) i→ j =
ai→ j
−1

z− z0
+ ai→ j

0 + O(z− z0). (25)

The residuea−1 and constant terma0 can be obtained by a
closed contour integration along a pathΓ(z) around the pole
positionz0,

an =
1

2πi

∮

Γ(z)

T(2)(z) dz
(z− z0)n+1

. (26)

Alternatively,a−1 can be expressed in terms of dressed quanti-
ties [50],

a−1 =
ΓD Γ

(†)
D

1− ∂
∂zΣ

(27)

whereΓD (Γ(†)
D , Σ) is the dressed annihilation vertex (creation

vertex, self-energy) as defined in Ref. [50], evaluated on the
second sheet atz0. We have explicitly checked for all reso-
nances, using the explicit values forΓD, Σ, that the results of
Eqs. (26) and (27) agree.
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The dressed quantities in Eq. (27) are given in terms of the
non-pole partTNP, which dresses the bare creation and anni-
hilation verticesγ(†)

B , γB. For details see Ref. [50]. Note that
for a simple energy and momentum independents wave inter-
action,γ(†)

B = γB while for higher spins and partial waves the
connection between bare annihilation and creation vertices can
be more complicated.

Using Eqs. (24) and (25), the pole residuesR = |R|eiθ as
quoted by the PDG [2] can be calculated. For the residue phase
θ [2] we consider the usual [56] definition given by

τ = τB +
|R| eiθ

M − z− iΓ/2
(28)

for a resonance with widthΓ on top of a backgroundτB. Com-
paring Eq. (28) with Eq. (25) and using Eq. (24), the pole
residueRand its phase are given by

|R| = |a−1 ρπN |

θ = −π + arctan

[

Im (a−1 ρπN)
Re (a−1 ρπN)

]

(29)

whereρπN is the phase space factorρ from Eq. (24) for the
πN→ πN transition, evaluated at the complex pole position.

Poles of the amplitude are searched for on the second sheet,
as defined and described in Sec. 2. The results for pole
positions and residues are summarized in Table 2. The ex-
tracted resonance parameters are compared with other studies
[6, 56, 5], all of them accepted by the PDG [2].

For prominent resonances with large branching toπN, the
different analyses are in reasonable agreement with the present
results. For other resonances that are wide and/or couple only
weakly toπN, the results are much more disperse and there are
noticeable differences among the results of Refs. [5, 56, 6] and
also to the results of the present study. Note that for resonances
such as∆∗(1910) andN∗(1720), little is known about residues
and phases. Given, e.g., the span ofθ = +1720, −900 from
the PDG for the∆∗(1910), it is no surprise that the value of
the present study ofθ = −1530 does not match any of the two
results.

The RoperN∗(1440)P11 resonance does not require a gen-
uine pole term in the Jülich model [19]. Instead, the resonance
shape is dynamically generated from the coupled channel inter-
action together with the unitarization from Eq. (1). Here, we
can confirm this result, because we have indeed found a pole
for this resonance [cf. also Sec. 3.3].

A special situation is given for theS11 partial wave in which
two resonance interfere making the extraction of resonancepa-
rameters more difficult. Table 2 shows that the values from the
PDB [2] for both|R| andθ are very different in the various stud-
ies for theN∗(1535). This is due to the systematic uncertainties
from the close-byηN threshold plus the interference with the
N∗(1650). The values of the present study lie within these wide
spans. This issue is further discussed in Sec. 3.5.

For the other resonances, the results of the present study
sometimes lie at the borders of the ranges quoted in the PDG.
For the∆(1232), the present values for pole position and residue
lie even outside the range of the other studies. In Fig. 16, the

Table 2: Resonance parameters in the present study. Thez0 are the pole posi-
tions. The moduli|R| and phasesθ of the residues correspond to theπN decay
channel. For every resonance, the first line quotes the results of the present
study, followed by the values from Refs. [5, 56, 6] as quoted in the PDB [2].
Resonances are included in the Jülich model via explicits channel exchanges
except for the Roper resonance which appears dynamically generated.

Rez0 -2 Im z0 |R| θ [deg]
[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [ 0]

N∗(1440)P11 1387 147 48 -64
[5] 1359 162 38 -98
[56] 1385 164 40
[6] 1375±30 180±40 52±5 -100±35
N∗(1520)D13 1505 95 32 -18
[5] 1515 113 38 -5
[56] 1510 120 32 -8
[6] 1510±5 114±10 35±2 -12±5
N∗(1535)S11 1519 129 31 -3
[5] 1502 95 16 -16
[56] 1487
[6] 1510±50 260±80 120±40 +15±45
N∗(1650)S11 1669 136 54 -44
[5] 1648 80 14 -69
[56] 1670 163 39 -37
[6] 1640±20 150±30 60±10 -75±25
N∗(1720)P13 1663 212 14 -82
[5] 1666 355 25 -94
[56] 1686 187 15
[6] 1680±30 120±40 8±12 -160±30
∆(1232)P33 1218 90 47 -37
[5] 1211 99 52 -47
[56] 1209 100 50 -48
[6] 1210±1 100±2 53±2 -47±1
∆∗(1620)S31 1593 72 12 -108
[5] 1595 135 15 -92
[56] 1608 116 19 -95
[6] 1600±15 120±20 15±2 -110±20
∆∗(1700)D33 1637 236 16 -38
[5] 1632 253 18 -40
[56] 1651 159 10
[6] 1675±25 220±40 13±3 -20±25
∆∗(1910)P31 1840 221 12 -153
[5] 1771 479 45 +172
[56] 1874 283 38
[6] 1880±30 200±40 20±4 -90±30
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Figure 16: Imaginary part of theP33 amplitude with the∆(1232). There are
some residual deviations of the present fit (red solid line) and the SES [FA08]
from Refs. [57, 58] (data points).

Table 3: Position of zeros of the full amplitudeT in [MeV]. There is always
another zero at the complex conjugate position according toEq. (13). For
comparison, the zeros determined in Ref. [59] (FA02) are also quoted.

first sheet second sheet Ref. [59]
P11 1235− 0 i S11 1587− 45i 1578− 38i
D33 1396− 78i S31 1585− 17i 1580− 36i

P31 1848− 83i 1826− 197i
P13 1607− 38i 1585− 51i
P33 1702− 64i –
D13 1702− 64i 1759− 64i

present solution is shown together with the SES solution of the
partial wave analysis of Ref. [57]. There are residual discrep-
ancies for ImP33 which suggest that the Jülich model may need
some fine-tuning to obtain an improved fit. It is a very small
effect, but the PWA results are quite precise for the∆(1232).
Note, however, that even for near identical phase shiftsK ma-
trix analyses and analyses using analyticT matrices will give
in general different pole positions and residues as a result of the
different analytic properties.

Poles and zeros are important parameters and determine the
global appearance of a partial wave amplitude. In the one-
channel case, unitarity leads to zeros on the first sheet if there
is a pole on the second sheet. For the coupled channel case dis-
cussed here, there is no such direct connection between poles
and zeros. Yet, zeros play an important role. For example, as
pointed out in Ref. [20], the unitarity constraint inπN to ηN
leads to a zero above theN∗(1650) in the absence of additional
inelasticities; this results in an unobserved dip in theπN→ ηN
cross section. The introduction of couplings of theS11 reso-
nances toπ∆ in Ref. [20] solved the problem, simultaneously
reducing the maximum of theπN → ηN cross section at the
N∗(1535) energies to the physical value.

The zeros of the Jülich model have been determined in the
present study, with the results shown in Table 3. There is a
zero on the physical axis for the Roper channel. This reflects

the peculiar phase shift of theP11 partial wave as discussed in
Ref. [20]. For theS31, P31, andP13 partial waves, the various
zeros on the second sheet are in close vicinity to the respective
resonance poles. The zero ofS11 lies in between the twoS11

resonances and will be further commented on in Sec. 3.5.
In Table 3, also the zeros extracted from the FA02 solution

of Ref. [59] are shown. In their sheet numbering, our sheet
2 is their sheet 1. The global pattern is similar; inS11 the
zero is in between the two resonances, inS31, P31, and P13

the zeros are correlated with the respective resonance poles.
Most interestingly, we find zeros inP33 and D13 at the ρN
branch point associated with the quasi-two-particle singularity
at zb2(ρN) = 1702− 64i MeV.

3.3. Pole structure of the Roper resonance
The poles from Table 2 all lie on the second sheet. We have

also searched for poles on other sheets for some selected cases.
E.g., in the partial wave analysis SP06 of Ref. [5], a pole of
the Roper has been found atz0 = 1359− 81i MeV on the sec-
ond π∆ sheet (in their counting: first sheet), and another one
at z0 = 1388− 83i MeV on the thirdπ∆ sheet (their count-
ing: second). Also in the present study, we find a second pole
of the Roper on the thirdπ∆ sheet atz0 = 1387− 71i MeV
which is just a few MeV away from the pole on the second
sheet quoted in Table 2. As discussed in Sec. 3.1 this is rather
a replica of the pole on the second sheet, without physical im-
plications, than a genuinely new structure; indeed, withinthe
Jülich model the coupling strength of the Roper to theπ∆ chan-
nel is moderate [60]; a change of sheets does not change much
the resonance properties in this special case. This is also re-
flected in the value of the residue of the additional Roper pole:
a−1(2ndπ∆)/a−1(3rdπ∆) = 1.06− 0.01i for theπN residues of
the poles on the second and thirdπ∆ sheets.

The rather different pole positions and residues of the two
Roper poles in Ref. [5] indicate a larger coupling to theπ∆
channel, and in this case the branch pointb2 plays an important
role as stressed in Ref. [5] which makes a simple Breit-Wigner
parameterization of the Roper questionable [5].

In the Jülich model, theππN inelasticity of the Roper is
rather given by the effectiveσN channel [18, 19]. The early
onset of inelasticity in theP11 partial wave is naturally ex-
plained by thes wave character of theσN coupling to the
Roper [18, 19]. In contrast,π∆ couples inp wave to the Roper,
and the centrifugal barrier renders the contribution smallat low
energies. Thus, a largeπ∆ coupling to the Roper would be
needed to provide the necessary inelasticity at low energies.
Also, it has been shown in Ref. [19], that the persistently large
inelasticity at higher energies can be explained more naturally
by a largeσN coupling.

For completeness, let us mention a similar situation for the
ρN sheet: on the thirdρN sheet, there are poles inP13 andD33

situated a few MeV away from their counterparts on the second
ρN sheet, associated with theN∗(1720) and∆∗(1700), respec-
tively. Again, none of the two resonances couples strongly to
ρN [60], and replicas of the poles on the second sheet appear
on the third sheet. TheρN sheet inD13, however, is special and
will be discussed separately in Sec. 3.6.
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Table 4: Resonance couplingsgi [10−3 MeV−1/2] to the channelsπN andηN.

πN ηN
N∗(1440)P11 11.2− 5.0i −0.1+ 0.0i
N∗(1520)D13 8.4− 0.8i 0.16− 0.60i
N∗(1535)S11 8.1+ 0.5i 11.9− 2.3i
N∗(1650)S11 8.6− 2.8i −3.0+ 0.5i
N∗(1720)P13 3.7− 2.6i −7.7+ 5.5i
∆(1232)P33 17.9− 3.2i −
∆∗(1620)S31 2.9− 3.7i −
∆∗(1700)D33 4.9− 1.0i −
∆∗(1910)P31 1.2− 3.5i −

Table 5: Bare and renormalized verticesγC andΓC in [10−3 MeV−1/2] for some
resonances in theπN → πN transition. The last two columns show the ratios
defined in Eq. (31).

γC ΓC r [%] r’ [%]
N∗(1520)D13 6.4− 0.6i 13.2+ 1.2i 53 61
N∗(1720)P13 −0.1+ 5.4i 0.9+ 4.8i 24 45
∆(1232)P33 1.3+ 13.0i −2.8+ 22.2i 45 40
∆∗(1620)S31 0.1+ 14.3i 5.0+ 5.7i 130 66
∆∗(1700)D33 5.4− 0.8i 6.7+ 1.0i 33 54
∆∗(1910)P31 9.4+ 0.3i 1.9− 3.2i 222 22

3.4. Couplings

It is convenient to express the residuesa−1 in terms of a few
parametersg, given then2 different residues for the transitions
within n channels. It is possible to write, for the residues into
theπN andηN channels,

ai→ j
−1 = gi g j (30)

with a unique set ofgi quoted below. Thegi will be referred to
as couplings in the following. Note that in the determination of
thegi there is an overall undetermined sign which we have fixed
by choosing the real part of the coupling constantgπN positive.

In Table 4 we list the coupling strengthgi of the resonances
to theπN andηN channels. The couplings to the effectiveππN
channels will be published elsewhere [60]. They are important
in the description of theπN→ ππN reactions.

The allowed couplingsgi in Table 4 are all non-zero, while
only a few bare couplings are included [20]. E.g., the bareηN
coupling of theN∗(1650) is zero while the correspondingg in
Table 4 is finite. This is because the rescattering in the unitary
coupled channel model renders the residue finite even when the
bare couplings may be zero.

In Ref. [50], the bare and dressed vertices and the residue
of the∆(1232) have been evaluated. In Table 5 we quote the
corresponding results for other resonances. The vertices have
been evaluated on the second sheet at the pole positions of the
respective resonances. The second and third columns show bare

and dressed vertices, as defined in Ref. [50]. The other columns
show the ratios

r = |(ΓD − γB)/ΓD|,
r ′ = |1−

√
1− Σ′|, (31)

i.e. the relative differences of dressed vertex versus bare ver-
tex, and coupling versus dressed vertex. The renormalization
of the bare vertex (ratior) is large in almost all cases. But also
dressed vertices and couplings can be very different (ratior ′),
due to the appearance of the term 1− Σ′ in the denominator
of the expression for the residue from Eq. (27). The conclu-
sions from this behavior are the same as in Ref. [50]: bare
and dressed vertices are model dependent quantities; the non-
pole T matrix TNP from the model dependent decomposition
T = TP + TNP enters in the calculation ofΓD. In contrast, the
couplingsgi provide a meaningful expansion parameter of the
amplitude around the pole of the resonance, independent of the
amplitude decomposition into pole and non-pole parts.

3.5. Resonance interference in S11

As an example of the analytic structure we discuss theS11

partial wave. This is of particular interest, because thereare two
resonances in this partial wave. For a systematic discussion of
other partial waves and their analytic structure, in particularP11

with the Roper resonance, see Ref. [60].
In Fig. 17, the amplitudeτ for theS11 partial wave is plotted,

obtained from the amplitudeT via Eq. (24). The full solution
of the Jülich model is indicated with the solid red lines. Itde-
scribes well the SES solution of Ref. [57] up toz ∼ 1.9 GeV.
The blue dotted lines indicateTNP. We can also plot the pole
approximation from Eq. (25). For simplicity, we seta0 = 0.
On the physical axis, the pole approximations of theN∗(1535)
andN∗(1650) appear as resonant like structures indicated with
the black dashed-dotted lines. We first discuss the amplitude
above theηN threshold. For a discussion of the cusp and the
amplitude below theηN threshold, see below.

At first sight, the shapes of the two resonances in Reτ are
quite different: While the pole approximation of theN∗(1535)
shows a familiar shape with a maximum and a minimum in
ReS11, the N∗(1650) looks quite different. The reason is that
a−1 is a complex number that mixes real and imaginary parts
of a classical Breit-Wigner shape. In other words, the phaseof
the resonances from Table 2 is responsible for this twistingof
resonance shapes and can have a very large effect.

The individual contributions from the two resonances (black
dashed-dotted lines) are quite different from the full solution.
However, the sum

T(2)
a (z) =

aN∗(1535)
−1

z− zN∗(1535)
0

+
aN∗(1650)
−1

z− zN∗(1650)
0

, (32)

indicated as the red dashed lines, fits the full solution quite well
over the entire resonance region. Thus, the two resonances
cannot be treated separately but must be treated together; the
residue from theN∗(1535) provides a strongly energy depen-
dent background in theN∗(1650) region and viceversa. Note,
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Figure 17: Amplitude in theS11 partial wave. The data points represent the
single energy solution from the partial wave analysis [FA08] of Refs. [57, 58].
The solid red and dotted blue lines show the full amplitude and TNP, respec-
tively. The dashed dotted lines show the pole approximations for theN∗(1535)
and theN∗(1650) (from physical poles above theηN threshold, from hidden
poles below). The red dashed lines show their sum.

e.g. for Reτ the strong energy dependence of the tail of the
N∗(1535) in the region of theN∗(1650). The resonances inter-
fere which each other.

Thus, for a theoretical description one needs a unitary cou-
pled channel model like the present one, which also allows for
resonance interference. Otherwise, if one tries to extractres-
onance parameters individually for each resonance, one needs
a substantial phenomenological background. Then, the param-
eters depend very strongly on that particular background and
results are not reliable.

At the level of pole positions and residues, resonance in-
terference appears as a strong cancellation effect of pole ap-
proximations as discussed before; this should be clearly dis-
tinguished from what is conventionally meant with resonance
interference: in a microscopic approach like the present one,
the full partial wave amplitude with more than one explicit res-
onance can be decomposed according to

T = TNP + TP

TP =
∑

r,r ′
(ΓD)r

1

(S−1
B )r δrr ′ − Σrr ′

(Γ(†)
D )r ′ (33)

with resonance indicesr, r ′, dressed verticesΓD and bare prop-
agator SB as defined in Ref. [50] for the one-resonance
case. Resonance interference is allowed by non-vanishing off-
diagonal self energiesΣ12 andΣ21. Second, even forΣ12 =

Σ21 = 0, the individual parts of the sum in Eq. (33) can be
large and make it difficult to phenomenologically disentangle
the resonances, as in case of theN∗(1535) andN∗(1650) dis-
cussed here.

Note that the full amplitudeT in Eq. (33) is unitary which
is automatically ensured by the complex phases of the dressed
verticesΓ, that are linked toTNP [cf. Ref. [50]]; the expres-
sion in Eq. (33) forTP should not be confused with a sum of
two Breit-Wigner resonance amplitudes. While a single Breit-
Wigner amplitude is unitary, a sum of two is not.

In contrast to the decomposition of Eq. (33), the expansion
of the amplitude in terms of poles and residues, as given in
Eq. (32), does not rely on the model dependent separation into
TP andTNP [50]; Eq. (32) allows to study the interference of
resonances independent of the decomposition.

For the pole search it is important to find all poles, even if
they couple only weakly toπN. For example, in Ref. [50] we
have found poles in the so-called non-pole part of the amplitude
TNP (in P33) which are dynamically generated and have no gen-
uine pole term explicitly appearing in the amplitude. A useful
way to identify poles and zeros is to consider the two curves
defined by ReT(2)(z) = 0 and ImT(2)(z) = 0. In such a “Gauss
plot”, the curves intersect at poles and zeros.

In Fig. 18 the analytic structure of theS11 amplitudeT(2)(z)
on the second sheet is visualized in a Gauss plot. The solid line
is defined by ReT(2)(z) = 0, the dashed line by ImT(2)(z) =
0. The two poles from Table 2 and the zero from Table 3 are
indicated in the figure and lie indeed at the intersections. There
are no further intersections in the resonance regions.

The dashed dotted and dotted lines show the Gauss plot ob-
tained from Eq. (32) instead of the full amplitude. The sum
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Figure 18: TheS11 amplitudeT(2)(z) on the second sheet. The lines are defined
by ReT(2)(z) = 0 and ImT(2)(z) = 0. See text for further explanations.

from Eq. (32) reproduces remarkably well the amplitude even
further away from the pole positions, including the position of
the zero in between the two resonances. The kinks of the full
solution (dashed line) at Rez= mη +mN and Rez= Rezb′2

(ρN)
originate from the cuts appearing in the definition of the second
sheet as discussed in Sec. 3.1.

This comparison of full solution and the sum of Eq. (32), on
the real axis and in the complex plane, reflects the accuracy of
the extraction of pole positions and residues carried out inthis
study. There are, of course, still residual deviations between
the full solutionT(2)(z) andT(2)

a (z) from Eq. (32), e.g. for the
position of the zero. They are due to higher order terms in the
Laurent expansion which are, however, relatively small forthe
two S11 resonances.

In the following, the amplitude below theηN threshold is
discussed. This part of the physical axis is directly connected
to the part of the complex plane where theπN channel is on the
second sheet (2) but theηN channel is on the first sheet (1). This
sheet is called 21 in the following. The above discussed pole
structure is not on sheet 21, but on sheet 22 (directly connected
to the physical axis above theηN threshold).

Thus, the discussed pole structure on sheet 22 has no im-
pact to the physical axis below theηN threshold. However, on
sheet 21 itself, there are also two poles. The real parts of their
pole positions are greater thanmη +mN. These “hidden poles”
thus lie in the samez region as the discussedN∗(1535) and
N∗(1650), but on a different sheet. This situation is illustrated
in Fig. 19. The blue arrows indicate how the poles on differ-
ent sheets are connected to the different pieces of the physical
amplitude (red solid line). The figure shows schematically the
different poles of theN∗(1535); for theN∗(1650), not shown in
the figure, the situation is the same.

For the hidden poles on sheet 21, one can also draw the pole
approximations and their sum from Eq. (32). This is indicated
in Fig. 17, formπ +mN < z < mη +mN, with the black dashed

Figure 19: Hidden poles in theS11 amplitude. TheN∗(1535) andN∗(1650) on
sheet 22 (πN, ηN second sheet) are responsible for the resonant shapes above
theηN threshold, the hidden poles on sheet 21 (πN second,ηN first sheet) are
visible through their shoulders on the physical axis below the ηN threshold.
The arrows indicate the impact of poles on different sheets to different pieces
of the physical amplitude.

dotted lines and the red dashed line.
As figure 17 shows, the pole approximations from above

theηN threshold, in combination with the pole approximations
from below theηN threshold, provide a good reproduction of
the pronouncedηN cusp (noteTNP shows no cusp effect at all).

It is also worth mentioning that all resonance contributions
become small as one approaches theπN threshold (cf. dashed
line in Fig. 17). This is a consequence of chiral symmetry
which is included in the Jülich model through the modifications
of Ref. [20]. There, a derivativeπNN∗(1650) coupling provides
the disappearance of resonance contributions close to threshold
as required by chiral symmetry.

3.6. A pole on the thirdρN sheet

The analytic properties of an amplitude with unstable parti-
cles can imply complex structures one of which is discussed in
the following. In Fig. 20, theD13 partial wave is shown. The
full solution is indicated with the red solid lines and reproduces
well the partial wave analysis from Ref. [57].

The blue dotted lines represent the non-pole partTNP as de-
fined in Ref. [50], i.e. the amplitude without thes-channel
resonance exchange diagrams. The pole termTP contains
the s channel exchanges and the full amplitude is given by
T = TNP + TP [50]. A resonant structure inTNP is visible
at aroundz ∼ 1.7 GeV, which disappears in the full solution
T = TNP + TP. The second Riemann sheet ofTNP, however,
is free of poles. Instead, the cut structure from theρN branch
point b2 at zb2 = 1702− 64i MeV from Fig. 10 is enhanced.
This is a sign that there is structure on the thirdρN sheet [cf.
Fig. 12]. This is indeed the case. Using the prescriptions from
Sec. 2.4, it is possible to analytically continue the amplitude of
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Figure 20: Amplitude in theD13 partial wave. Labeling of the plot as in Fig.
17.

the Jülich model to the thirdρN sheet. Indeed, there is a pole
at 1613− 83i MeV. It has a strong coupling to theρN channel
and a medium size coupling toπN and is, thus, a state dynami-
cally generated mainly from the attractive interaction in theρN
channel.

Fig. 21 illustrates the effects of a pole on the third sheet: A
path from the pole position to the physical axis must necessarily
pass around the branch pointb2 to get from the third sheet to the
second sheet that connects to the physical axis. The part of the
path on the third sheet is indicated with the dotted lines in Fig.
21. The straight red line indicates our choice of the cut, where
second and third sheet are connected [cf. Sec. 3.1]. Once on
the second sheet (solid blue line), it is possible to approach the
physical axis on a straight path.

In other words, the pole on the third sheet can affect the phys-
ical amplitude only via a detour aroundb2. The structure in the
physical amplitude is, thus, rather located at the positionof b2

than at the actual pole position.
Summarizing, the branch pointsb2 of effectiveππN channels

lead to complex structures of the amplitude. The structure that
appears as a resonance on the physical axis is in fact a threshold
effect of the quasi-two-particle thresholdρN associated withb2;
it is induced by a pole at a different position, on a sheet that is
not directly accessible from the physical axis.

As a test, one can decrease theρππ coupling of theρ self-
energy. As a consequence, theρ becomes narrower andb2 ap-
proaches the physical axis. Then, the structure that seemedto
be a resonance inTNP for the physicalρ, appears as a typical
threshold cusp on the physical axis.

Figure 21: TheD13 pole inTNP on the thirdρN sheet and its influence at the
physical axis. The inset shows schematically the structurevisible in TNP.

The mechanism discussed here may also apply to a very sim-
ilar structure observed in Ref. [61]. There,∆K scattering and
its implication for theΘ+ pentaquark were discussed. For finite
∆ width, a resonant structure appears close to the∆K thresh-
old which turns into a cusp structure once the∆ width is set to
zero, in analogy to the present case; thus, what was noticed as a
fading away of the pole [61] for some combinations of input pa-
rameters, may correspond to the pole moving far into the third
sheet, in the present formulation.

Coming back to the discussion ofD13 in the Jülich model,
in the full amplitude [50]T = TP + TNP, the dynamically gen-
erated pole on the third sheet has disappeared due to a simi-
lar mechanism as discussed in Ref. [50] for the case of the
∆(1232); it is so far displaced from the physical axis that it has
no visible effects any more.

The conclusions from Ref. [50] concerning poles inTNP ap-
ply also for theD13 partial wave:TNP can be large and non-
perturbative, associated with dynamically generated poles in
the complex plane. However, poles inTNP are systematically
displaced far in the complex plane onceTP is added; only poles
in the full T matrix have physical significance. As a result, the
N∗(1520) appears as a clean resonance inD13, with no addi-
tional structures in the amplitude.

4. Summary and Conclusions

The analytic properties of theπN Jülich model have been de-
termined. For this, a method for the analytic continuation for
propagators with stable and unstable particles has been devel-
oped. Through the deformation of the integration contour itis
possible to investigate all unphysical sheets. A channel with
stable particles induces one branch point and two sheets forthe
amplitude. For effectiveππN channels, the pole of the unstable
particle induces two additional branch points in the full propa-
gator. In total, every effectiveππN channel induces three branch
points and four sheets in the scattering amplitude.

The pole positions and residues of the baryonic resonances
up to a total spin ofJ = 3/2 have been extracted. Residues, bare
and dressed couplings have been compared, showing that only
the residue provides a well-defined expansion parameter free
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of the model dependent decomposition into pole and non-pole
part. For theD13 partial wave, poles in the non-pole termTNP

are displaced far into the complex plane in the full amplitude
T = TP+TNP; these findings are in line with the case of theP33

partial wave discussed in a previous study.

Resonance interference was shown to play a crucial role in
S11. Taking this partial wave as an example, the quality of the
extracted parameters has been shown; the residue terms alone
provide already a good description of the full amplitude on the
physical axis and also in the complex plane.

The amplitudes of the Jülich model are derived within a
field theoretical approach from Lagrangians obeying chiralcon-
straints. Data are described to a high precision in the various
partial waves. We claim that with these ingredients, in com-
bination with a thorough treatment of the analytic properties,
a reliable and precise extraction of pole positions and residues
becomes possible.
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A. The analytic structure of partial wave amplitudes

It is well-known from dispersion theoretical considerations
[62, 4] that below theπN threshold there are various additional
cuts and branch points. These cuts lead to analytic continu-
ations of the scattering amplitude; however, due to their rela-
tively large distance to the physical scattering region, poles on
those sheets are rather of academic interest and have littleinflu-
ence on the partial waves. For completeness, in this Appendix
the main features of the sub-threshold cuts are discussed.

It is possible to identify the circular, short nucleon and other
cuts with the partial wave projections of different diagrams of
the present approach. First, there is the nucleon pole atz =
mN in the P11 partial wave, coming from nucleons channel
exchange. In the current approach, the bare nucleon mass and
bareπNN coupling constant are renormalized by requiring the
pole to be atmN and its residue to correspond to the physical
πNN coupling [18, 19].

Foru andt channel cuts, it is enough to consider the structure
of u andt channel exchange processes contained in the present
approach, projected to partial waves via Legendre polynomsPℓ.
The two time orderings of the present TOPT formalism can be
combined to structures appearing in the usual Feynman propa-

Figure 22: The analytic structure of theπN partial wave amplitudes below
threshold. Upper left: right-hand (RH), left-hand (LH), circular and short nu-
cleon cuts in thez-plane. Upper right: Analytic structure at the intersection
of circular and short nucleon (SN) cut. The short nucleon cut(SN) starting
at b1low on sheetS1 ends atb2up on sheetS2, whereas the short nucleon cut
starting atb2low on sheet S2 ends atb1up on sheetS1. Lower: The physical
Riemann sheet is indicated withS1 (blue surface), the analytic continuations
along the circular and short nucleon cuts are indicated withS2 (yellow surface)
andS3 (orange surface), respectively.

gator according to

Vu =

1
∫

−1

dx
Pℓ(x)

u−m2
N + iǫ

Vt =

1
∫

−1

dx
Pℓ

t −m2
t + iǫ

(34)

with u channel nucleon exchange andt channel exchange of
particles with massmt ≥ 2mπ as given e.g. by the correlated
2π exchange in theσ andρ channel, derived fromNN̄ → ππ
pseudo-data via dispersion relations and using crossing sym-
metry [63, 64]. Consider the on-shell to on-shellπN → πN
kinematics as given by the transitions in Eq. (34).

It is easy to see thatVu leads to the so-called short nucleon
cut and bothVu andVt contribute to the so-called circular cut.
The branch points of the short nucleon cut can be obtained by
solving for the zero of the denominator ofVu at the borders of
integrationx = ±1,

m2
N − u|x=±1 = 0, u = (pf

π − pi
N)2 (35)
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wherepf
π, pi

N are the final pion and initial nucleon momentum,
respectively. The branch points of the short nucleon cut are
situated above and below thez = mN. There are two short
nucleon cuts as indicated in the upper right of Fig. 22 due to
the presence of the circular cut that crosses the short nucleon
cut.

The projected potentialVu can be analytically continued
along the circular cut (S1 ↔ S2), as indicated in the figure.
The analytic continuation of the first Riemann sheetS1 along
the circular cut (CC), situated at

|zCC| =
√

m2
N −m2

π (929 MeV) (36)

is indicated asS2. The two sheets are given by

V(S1)
u =

1
∫

−1

dx
Pℓ(x)

(EN − Eπ)2 − 2q2
on (1− x) −m2

N

V(S2)
u =

1
∫

−1

dx
Pℓ(x)

(EN + Eπ)2 − 2q2
on (1− x) −m2

N

(37)

with energiesEi =

√

q2
on+m2

i and the on-shell momentumqon

from Eq. (5). The short nucleon cut (SN) starting atb1low on
sheetS1 ends atb2up on sheetS2, whereas the short nucleon
cut starting atb2low on sheet S2 ends atb1up on sheetS1. The
branch points are situated at

z(b1low) =
m2

N −m2
π

√

m2
N + 2m2

π

(899 MeV, on S1)

z(b2up) = mN (939 MeV, on S2)

z(b2low) =
m2

N −m2
π

mN
(919 MeV, on S2)

z(b1up) =
√

m2
N + 2m2

π (959 MeV, on S1). (38)

Note the branch point atz = mN on the sheetS2 is not on the
physical sheetS1, where the nucleon pole is situated3.

The analytic continuationS1→ S3 andS3→ S1 along the
short nucleon cut is given by (onlyℓ = 0 is considered):

V(S3),ℓ=0
u =















V(S1),ℓ=0
u − πi

q2
on

for Im z> 0

V(S1),ℓ=0
u + πi

q2
on

for Im z≤ 0.
(39)

for the part of the short nucleon cut withz < |zCC|. This con-
tinuation is indicated with the orange surface in Fig. 22. The
branch points of the short nucleon cut are logarithmic, i.e.in-
finitely many sheets are connected at this branch point. See e.g.
the surfaceS3 in Fig. 22 that connects to the next sheet (not
drawn) belowz < b1low. We do not quote the corresponding
analytic continuations, nor the continuation along the short nu-
cleon cutS2↔ S3.

3The rather involved structure of the short nucleon cuts discussed here is not
obvious in Ref. [4]; in Ref. [62] only one short nucleon cut isfound.

As Fig. 22, upper left, shows there is another short nucleon
cut on the left-hand side obtained byz→ −z. There are addi-
tional cuts induced byVu from 0 to±i∞. Furthermore, there is
an intermediate cut from−mN+mπ to mN−mπ coming from the
kinematic factork appearing in Eq. (24), as well as a singularity
at z = 0. Corresponding to the righthand, physical cut, there is
the left-hand cut starting fromz= −mN −mπ to−∞. These cuts
do not come from the partial wave projection but arise from the
unitarity contained in Eq. (1) and symmetryz→ −z.

The t channel exchangeVt from Eq. (34) contributes to the
circular cut and the cut from 0 to±i∞. While u and t chan-
nel exchange follow from crossing symmetry, there are many
more interaction potentials contained in the present study. For
example, the∆(1232)u channel exchange leads to a short∆ cut
situated betweenz = 0 and the short nucleon cut. The poten-
tials contained in the present study [19] lead to cut structures
and branch points beyond the structures discussed in this Ap-
pendix.

Additionally, the exchange potentials appear not only in on-
shell kinematics, as discussed here, but also in half-off-shell
and off-shell kinematics. The three body cuts induced by such
kinematics have to be carefully taken into account in the pole
search far from the physical axis as discussed at the end of Sec.
2.5.

In this Appendix we have shown that the general analytic
structure of the pion-nucleon scattering amplitude [62, 4]can be
identified with different ingredients of the Jülich model. In par-
ticular, all cuts and branch points demanded by crossing sym-
metry are present; circular and short nucleon cut, the interme-
diate cut from−mN +mπ to mN −mπ, the cuts from 0 to±i∞,
as well as the left-hand cut and a left-hand short nucleon cut
obtained fromz→ −z.

These cuts and respective branch points can be indirectly vis-
ible, e.g. in a sharp rise of the ReS11 amplitude close to theπN
threshold as shown in Fig. 17. Indeed, most of the amplitude
close to threshold is given by nucleon exchange plus correlated
two-pion exchange, as we have tested. In models without these
potentials, the sharp rise at theπN threshold can lead to the
appearance of sub-threshold poles that mimic the missing cut
structure [65]. Such a behavior has been recently found in Ref.
[66], where the meson baryon interaction is solely given by the
Weinberg-Tomozawa contact term. Such sub-threshold poles
should not be confused with genuine states.
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